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FROM THE
VICE CHANCELLOR
In this edition of In Principio we have endeavoured to include
stories, articles and news items from the past six months of 2010
that reflect our vibrant academic community and give an insight
into the excellent work of staff, students and many graduates.
With a university community which now consists of over 9000
students; over 1000 permanent and casual staff; thousands of
alumni; hundreds of ‘partners’ in business, government, education
and health sectors, and hundreds of donors and supporters, our
challenge is to reflect their many stories within these pages. The
reality of course, is that we can only include a mere snapshot. For
every page, there are thousands of other pages that could be
included.
The task of our editor, Michelle Ebbs to choose what should be
included in In Principio is not an easy one, and I take this
opportunity to acknowledge and thank her publicly for her tireless
and inspired work on In Principio.
Ideally, a publication such as In Principio should convey a sense
of what Notre Dame is: what it seeks to achieve and how it seeks
to achieve that end. In the words of His Holiness John Paul ll in

THE UNIVERSITY PRAYER
Notre Dame,
Mother of Jesus and our mother,
We ask you to guide our university.
Mary, as you cared for Jesus,
Show a loving care for us,
As we expand our minds in study and research,
As we open our hearts to future possibilities,
And extend our hands to those who are in need.
Mary, seat of wisdom,
Teach us to care for the land and the people
Of this country of the Southern Cross.
In the academic community dedicated to you,
Help us find new yet faithful ways
Of bringing the message of Jesus to Australia
And to those who share this region of the earth with us.
Amen

Ex Corde Ecclesiae (paragraph 21):
“A Catholic University pursues its objectives through its formation of an authentic human
community animated by the spirit of Christ. The source of its unity springs from a common
dedication to the truth, a common vision of the dignity of the human person and, ultimately,
the person and message of Christ which gives the Institution its distinctive character. As a
result of this inspiration, the community is animated by a spirit of freedom and charity; it is
characterised by mutual respect, sincere dialogue, and protection of the rights of individuals.
It assists each of its members to achieve wholeness as human persons; in turn, everyone in
the community helps in promoting unity, and each one, according to his or her role and
capacity, contributes towards decisions which affect the community, and also towards
maintaining and strengthening the distinctive Catholic character of the Institution.”
Our university prayer, written by Father Peter Slattery, speaks of Notre Dame as an academic
community dedicated to Mary, Seat of Wisdom: “It is a community in which we expand our minds
in study and research, open our hearts to future possibilities and extend our hands to those who
are in need”.
Notre Dame is built on this notion of Community; of a shared dream, passion, endeavour and
action; of unity to the commitment to truth. Like all communities, we are made of individuals and
‘unity of mission and commitment’ does not necessarily mean we all agree on the way to get
there! However, for all of the tensions that arise in the day-to-day operations of the University,
I am regularly reminded of the beauty and goodness of our Community. My prayer for the
University and what I consider to be the most significant task of my term as custodian of the Vice
Chancellorship, is to help this Community to grow and to flourish.

Professor Celia Hammond
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SAINT MARY OF THE
CROSS MACKILLOP
The Canonisation of Australia's first Saint saw
Catholics celebrate around the world. Mother Mary
MacKillop’s determination to bring Catholic education
to children in the mid-late 1800s, despite opposition
and many hurdles, helped to establish the foundation
of our Catholic education system in Australia today.

HOW WE CELEBRATED
Vice Chancellor Professor Celia Hammond,
said the University was indebted to the
pioneering work of Mary MacKillop.

Broome Campus
Staff and students joined the Bishop of
Broome and members of the Catholic

"We celebrate Mother Mary MacKillop not

Diocese of Broome for their celebrations

simply for what she did but for how she did

which commenced with Mass followed by a

it," said Professor Hammond.

celebratory Morning Tea.

"We celebrate and marvel at the example

The Mass included a special rendition of the

she set, her tenacity, her courage, her

Mary MacKillop hymn by the parish choir.

wisdom and her strength. But above all, we

Later in the day Evening Prayer was held and

celebrate and take joy in the witness she

the congregation then adjourned to share a

gave to God.
"Mother Mary was an ordinary woman
made extraordinary by her love and faith in
God. Let us all learn and take inspiration
from this very special and blessed woman."

meal at the Presbytery while watching the
live coverage of the ceremony from Rome.
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Sydney Campus
Celebrations started in early October when
the Sydney Campus, Archdiocese of

A ‘Catholic Culture Expo’ was also held to

Student

highlight the active youth movements around

Rosario. Amy said it was wonderful to

Association

President,

Amy

Sydney.

witness the joy that was brought to staff,
students and visitors as they came together

Sydney, Xt3 and Sisters of St Joseph

The idea for the event came from Viva,

announced the Looking for Mary video

a student group founded at World Youth Day

competition winners.

2008 to build excitement and pride in

“The spirit of the Festival embodied the

Catholic faith on the Sydney Campus.

community nature of the University, part of

Notre Dame was the major sponsor of this
joint initiative which aimed to help young

Coordinator of Viva, Jessica Langrell, said it

people engage with Australia’s first Saint and

was great to see so many students come to

encourage them to consider and express

enjoy and participate in the celebration.

what she meant to them.

“We had over 500 students come along to

Suffering with a Smile was the winning video

have fun and learn more about our first Saint.

by film maker, Kieran Williams. It focussed on

The courtyard was buzzing all day with

Kieran’s school friend, Daniel Khoury, who

singing, dancing and food that continued

died of cancer aged 9. Kieran felt that

well on into the night. It was great to see so

Daniel’s courageous fight and selflessness

many young people enjoying the day whilst

throughout his suffering paralleled events in

learning about Saint Mary and celebrating

the life of Mother Mary MacKillop. It was

this wonderful occasion.”

to celebrate.

an institute that could not have existed if it
were not for St Mary of the Cross' initial
steps towards providing Catholic education
for children in Australia,” said Ms Rosario.
“This event allowed people to learn about
her life and her legacy, and could not have
happened

without

the

overwhelming

support the Student Association received
from all levels of the University and the
Sisters of St Joseph.”
As the afternoon drew closer to the official

shown live at the Canonisation event in both

Canonisation, halls and lecture theatres

Rome and Sydney and via SKY webcam.

were opened to the public to come together

A second exciting initiative saw the Sydney

Fremantle Campus

to witness the live streaming of the event
from Rome.

Campus’ staff and students join with Sydney

As pilgrims flocked to Rome for the

University and UTS chaplaincies to combine

Canonisation, the Fremantle Campus also

The day was an overwhelming success with

their efforts to hold the largest youth event in

celebrated the momentous occasion in an

the Festival attracting a crowd of over 5000

Sydney to celebrate the Canonisation.

uplifting day of fun, music, laughter and

people and was supported by 250 staff and

festivities.

student volunteers.

On Tuesday 12 October students listened to
live music and talks, attended Mass and

Hosting a Mary MacKillop Festival, the

participated in Holy Hour at Broadway in the

streets were filled with thousands coming to

lead up to the Canonisation.

bear witness to the significant event. The

Notre Dame Chaplain, Father Vincent Magat,
explained the aim was to inform and prepare
students for the Canonisation and was an
opportunity for all to get involved in both the
spiritual and social side of the event.
“We wanted students to be a part of this
great occasion, for them to learn about Mary

Campus came alive with the energy of
remembrance and celebration of the
remarkable life of Saint Mary MacKillop.
Sparing no detail in the recollection of
Blessed Mary's legacy, the University invited
the public to learn and understand her life via
interactive stalls, lectures, music and games.

and what a wonderful life she led. In this way,

A highlight of the Festival was the presence

we hope, they will be inspired to imitate her

of the Sisters of St Joseph who had

works, her virtues and her faith.”
The two talks held for the event focussed on
the purpose of Saints and the inspiring life of
Mary, her vocation and her enduring legacy.

Winning film maker, Kieran Williams,
being interviewed.

travelled by ferry down the Swan River to
be welcomed by bagpipes, in honour of
Mary MacKillop's Scottish background.
The planning team for the event was led by

Sr Leonie Mayne SJ and Fremantle Student Association
President and Festival coordinator, Amy Rosario,
welcome visitors to the Festival .
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SHARING STORIES

their stories. What’s true of individuals it
seems to me is also true of institutions, it’s
true of tribes and clans and families. It’s only
when the stories are passed on from the
elders, from the oldest generation to the

In August, the University welcomed its four
American Governors to all three campuses
-

Fr

Edward

(Monk)

Malloy

CSC

(President Emeritus of the University of
Notre Dame in Indiana), Fr E William (Bill)
Beauchamp

CSC

(President

of

the

University of Portland), Rev Mark Poorman
CSC (Just completed 11 years as the Vice
President for Student Affairs at the
University of Notre Dame and has returned
to the Theology Faculty) and Professor
Carolyn Woo (Dean of the Mendoza

Father Edward Malloy CSC
Graduation Address
Friday 6 August 2010
I am delighted to be here and let me
express the thanks of my three colleagues.
We looked forward to this trip, we have
been duly engaged, we have been offered
the greatest hospitality one could ever

the University is extremely valued.

origins that it can fully appreciate how much
progress has been made.

in Broome.

of Notre Dame Australia. I can tell you when

Grand Central Station, which is a major
place for trains, a sound studio. And their
intention was to begin to listen to the stories
of average people and the format was to
take a person, and often a relative or friend,
and a facilitator, and then spend an hour or

Father Malloy was the keynote speaker at

two and take a little bit of the story of their

the Blessing and Opening of the Broome

lives. After that was completed they gave

Recreational and Multi-Purpose Hall in August.

one copy, a CD, to the person who had
been interviewed, and the other was sent
to a national repository in Washington DC.
The premise was, we all have a great story
to tell but not everybody gets around to
telling it. I personally have become a great
advocate of sharing one’s story. I am in the
process personally of writing a three part
memoir and I’ve been systematically looking
back at the different stages of my life. I also
teach a course to undergraduate students
who are new to the University, on biography
and autobiography. We read text, we watch
movies, and the last assignment of the
students is to write their own autobiography.
Now these students are only 19 years old
and so the first time I taught this course,

At the Official Blessing and Opening: Father Edward Malloy CSC,
Professor Celia Hammond, Professor Lyn Henderson-Yates,
Marcus Collins and Bishop Christopher Saunders.

Australia, begins to reflect back upon its

to be involved in a small way in the origins

a few people decided to put together in

interest in, service, advice and guidance to

even a fledgling institution like Notre Dame

special occasion, we’re delighted to be here

Notre Dame since 1997).

Dame over the last 20 years. Their ongoing

generations. It’s only when an institution,

I had the good fortune and the opportunity

In 2003 in New York City in the States,

significant role in the development of Notre

that you have a culture that is shared across

expect and maybe most of all on this

College of Business at the University of

The American Governors have played a

next, and are dutifully listened to, and the
elements are absorbed, that you can say

I wondered how much of a story will they

those entrepreneurial driven individuals who
had the original idea of founding a Catholic
university, first interacted with myself and
some of my colleagues, that we were taken
by their vision, by their dream, by their
enthusiasm, but there was also a degree of
scepticism. We saw the locations where
they imagined the school going. It took a
little bit of wish fulfilment to accept the
possibility that something great could be
achieved.

First

of

all

in

Fremantle,

subsequently here in Broome and more
recently in Sydney.
And yet coming back periodically as we
have reflected and tried to pass on the story
of our involvement in the early days,
we have been catching up with the story of
each of these campuses as they continue
to unfold and evolve in the contemporary
situation. It is extraordinary. It is amazing.
It is a work of God, because only God could
take such raw elements and fashion them
with human interest and creativity and
commitment,

into

something

great:

an educational institution that now spans
the country geographically; that is in this
location trying to be an agent of the work of
Reconciliation across peoples and cultures.

have to tell. So far the longest story I have

As yesterday I listened to the wonderful

received is 59 pages. Most of them are 25

lecture out here on the Campus about the

to 30 pages, which is a proof that even

process of Reconciliation, I was thinking

when you’re young, you have a story to tell

about in my country the kinds of

if you get around to it.

Reconciliations that we’ve had to go

And now with the internet there are more
and more ways in which people can share

through ourselves, our native peoples,
those who came enslaved from Africa,
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those who were treated with disparagement

parables, stories from everyday life that

preparing itself for the charge of being an

when they came seeking a new life from

were intended to stimulate the imagination

agent of Reconciliation for all of Australia

various parts of Europe. When my forebears

of the listener. It would force them to seek

and for all of the world. We have much to

came to the United States they were written

what the meaning was by applying the

learn from each other. We have our personal

off as drunkards, as lazy, as incapable of

story to their every day experience as well.

short stories to tell, we have our institutional

doing anything significant with their lives.

As I’ve come to Australia on my multiple

histories to share, we have our tribal lore to

And with the passage of time and with the

visits, as I’ve come to appreciate the

pass on. May much of that take place in this

wonderful gift of education now many people

richness of Aboriginal history and culture

building, and may those who come here to

from my cultural heritage exercise leadership

and storytelling, and the passing on of

this campus in Broome be enlightened and

roles across the country. And that story has

dreams and visions, I have felt enriched

may they prepare for generous service of

been told over and over again: how

myself. We’re all part of the same human

society and the Church. Congratulations to

education can become the key to a better

family where we tell our stories to each

you all on this wonderful day.

life, to a more reflective existence in this

other and it’s special when we share the

world, to a recognition about the importance

Christian story of Salvation together,

of fundamental values, of asking the right

something great and glorious is being

questions, and passing on the beautiful

prepared in our future destiny.

stories that we inherit from the past.

So I say to you on this moment of

The first one of the stories that any of us

celebration as we bring a new facility on to

inherit here is the Christian story. We have

this great campus here in Broome,

many titles for Jesus; Prophet, King, Priest.

we recognise that it’s here because of the

One of my favourites is Jesus the Teacher,

generosity of many. And as this campus has

for surely that’s what He was. And His most

grown in beauty and complexity it is

typical way of teaching was through telling

US Governors visit the Fremantle Campus in August
Fr Edward (Monk) Malloy CSC, Vice Chancellor Emeritus Dr Peter Tannock, Professor Carolyn Woo,
Fr E William (Bill) Beauchamp CSC and Rev Mark Poorman CSC.
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UNIVERSITY NEWS
OFFICIAL BLESSING
AND OPENING OF
NEW BUILDINGS
All

three

campuses

celebrated

BUSINESS AND
ETHICS, DO THEY MIX?
the

completion of buildings this year.
On the Broome Campus the new

Can you be a nice guy and still run a

emphasising that perspective was the key

business? Are we necessarily governed by

to success and that some activities become

the market?

unethical, not because they are wrong in
themselves, but because we engage in

Recreational and Multi-purpose Hall was

Challenged by these questions, Telstra

opened in August marking an important

Chief, David Thodey; Catholic Archbishop

milestone for the Campus.

of Sydney, Cardinal George Pell; former

The Centre’s Director, Associate Professor

Wallabies Captain, John Eales and marketing

Sandra Lynch, said the event generated

expert, John Moore, were put on their toes

vibrant and well-focussed discussion on a

when asked to answer these questions at

variety of issues.

Blessed by Bishop Christopher Saunders,
Bishop of Broome, and opened by Father
Edward Malloy CSC, President Emeritus of
the University of Notre Dame (USA), the
new facility is a not only a major asset to the
University but also to the local community.
In November, new buildings on the
Fremantle and Sydney campuses were also
opened. On the Fremantle Campus the
Tannock Hall of Education was blessed by
Archbishop Barry Hickey. Named after Vice
Chancellor Emeritus, Dr Peter Tannock,

a special Business Ethics Q&A lunch hosted
by the Sydney Campus in November.

common good, ought to be debated in a
civilised society,” Professor Lynch said.

invited to the event to challenge the
speakers on crucial issues in the business
world and to debate and discuss the topic:
God or Mammon: Need or Greed in the Big
End of Town?

Centre for Faith Ethics and Society (CFES)

blessed

and

officially

opened the refurbished Pioneer House

as part of its mission to promote the study
of faith and ethics and their integration into
the broader life of society.

on the Broadway site. It is a welcome

Cardinal Pell and Telstra’s David Thodey,

addition to the teaching facilities on the

equally

Sydney Campus.
The University is grateful for the funding
which it has received from the Western
Australian State Government and the
Commonwealth Government for the new
building on the Fremantle Campus, and the
funding

from

the

Commonwealth

Government for the new additions to the
Sydney and Broome campuses.

Broome Recreational and Multi-purpose Hall

provided

“We hope that ongoing debate of this kind
will raise the level of ethical awareness in
our communities and influence the decision
making which occurs in business and the
political sphere of life.

teaching facilities for staff and students.

Pell,

achieving profitability and contributing to the

religious communities of Sydney were

The event was organised by the University’s

George

“Such issues, as the balance between

Members of the business, academic and

it will provide much needed additional

Catholic Archbishop of Sydney, Cardinal

them to excess and without moderation.

food

for

thought,

“CFES

intends

to

follow-up

this

lunch and discussion panel with other
events in 2011 which will continue this
important conversation.”

Marketing expert, John Moore; Catholic Archbishop of
Sydney, Cardinal George Pell; Panel Mediator and
Journalist, Miranda Devine; Telstra Chief, David Thodey
and former Wallabies Captain, John Eales at the
Business Ethics Q&A lunch.
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CELEBRATING
NAIDOC WEEK
Raising the Aboriginal and Torres Strait

partnerships with Indigenous people and

Islander

other Australians.”

flags

side-by-side

with

the

Australian flag for the first time was how the
Fremantle Campus celebrated this year’s
NAIDOC Week.

2010 NULUNGU
RECONCILIATION
LECTURE
Reconciliation and the issues that shape
contemporary Aboriginal and Australian
experience

was

recently-held,

the

third

focus
annual,

of

the

Nulungu

Reconciliation Lecture on the Broome

and members of the community, explaining
that the flags will be on permanent display in

Aborigines and Islanders Day Observance

recognition of the University’s commitment

Committee'. The Committee was once

to Reconciliation.

responsible for organising national activities
during NAIDOC Week and its acronym has
since become the name of the week itself.
Associate Professor Clive Walley, Head of
Indigenous

Health

Curriculum

in

the

Fremantle School of Medicine, initiated the

This year’s key speaker, Professor Mick

special celebration which included a

Dodson, a prominent and long-serving

Welcome to Country by Dr Noel Nannup and

advocate of land rights and other issues

featured a talk about the 2010 NAIDOC

affecting Aboriginal and Torres Strait

theme: Unsung Heroes; Closing the Gap by

Islanders, spoke about his personal

Doing it Their Way, by the Chief Executive

experience as a member of the Yawuru

Officer of Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service, Ms

peoples,

Lesley Nelson. Derbarl Yerrigan Health

traditional

Aboriginal

Walley, the Vice Chancellor addressed staff

NAIDOC originally stood for 'National

Campus in August.

the

After an introduction by Associate Professor

In her welcome, she spoke of the flags
importance in symbolising the University’s
actions towards Reconciliation.
“Today, we accept and fly these flags to
recognise their symbolic value. We do so,
knowing

that

symbols

without

a

commitment to action are little more than
gestures

of

tokenism

and

political

correctness. At the same time, actions and
commitment without appropriate public
demonstration of respect can undermine
and devalue the actions, rendering them
invisible,” Professor Hammond said.

owners of land and waters in Broome.

Service plays a critical role in providing

“I

towards

culturally appropriate primary health care to

“It is important to both act and to be visible

Reconciliation as being; increased access

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

witness to our actions. We at Notre Dame

to education, boosting life expectancy and

in the Perth metropolitan area.

have always been committed and acted

see

the

tangible

steps

closing the gap in employment outcomes,”
said Professor Dodson.

“I think this inaugural NAIDOC event at
Notre Dame will sit alongside many other
cultural events and activities held on the
campuses, embracing Indigenous culture,
identity and diversity,” Associate Professor
Walley said.
“The handing over of the flags to the Vice
Chancellor symbolises a strong commitment
to Reconciliation by the University that can
only forge stronger relationships and

towards Reconciliation: we will continue to
do so – and will continue to strive to do
better and to do more. Our commitment to
Reconciliation, which we strive to promote
primarily through the provision of higher
education within a context of Catholic faith
and values, sits together beautifully with this
year’s theme for NAIDOC Week.
“We will fly the flags to be witness to our
commitment and, importantly, to remind us of
our commitment.”

Associate Professor Clive Walley
looks on as the Vice Chancellor
Professor Celia Hammond receives
the flags from Dr Noel Nannup and
Ms Kerry Rotumah.
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A DISCUSSION ON
VOLUNTARY EUTHANASIA

In explaining the distinguishing features of
the medical discipline, particularly in a
palliative care setting, Associate Professor
Watson explained that care and attention to
a patient’s spirituality was one of the
essential aspects of care.

Community empathy and concern with

“Before beginning to talk about whether any

“However, it is not, nor should it be confined

regard to voluntary euthanasia were the

rights, and in particular the ‘right to die’, are

to the care of the terminally ill. There are

central themes discussed at the Euthanasia

good for us, it is necessary to immerse

many cultures, including those of our

and Palliative Care Forum, held on the

ourselves in the complicated network of

Indigenous peoples, where there is no

Fremantle Campus in August.

human relationships. Relationships that

essential division between the care of the

make up the community, arrive at some

physical and the spiritual,” Associate

conception of the good or ends of those

Professor Watson said.

Organised by forum host and Director of the
Centre for Faith, Ethics and Society,
Associate Professor Sandra Lynch, the
event attracted a diverse representation

relationships and then determine what laws
will best suit those ends,” Mr Quinlan said.

“It is perhaps something that we should
emphasise more in the care of all in our

from the wider community as well as a

Exploring the subject from the perspective

society rather than suggesting that is

number of staff and students.

of implications for clinical practitioners,

peculiar to palliative care.”

Promoting the case for a wider range of
options for terminally ill patients, from ethical,
legal and medical perspectives, were key
speakers: LJ Goody Bioethics Centre
Director, Rev Dr Joseph Parkinson; Francis
Burt Chambers Barrister, Peter Quinlan
and Notre Dame Professor of Medicine,
Associate Professor David Watson.

clarified the term ‘voluntary euthanasia’,
indicating that it assumes and requires
intent and action to take life.
stated

that

withdrawing

advisability of allowing doctors to act in a
way denied to the rest of society and argued
for the use of a teamwork approach to
improving the care of terminally ill patients.

Associate Professor Watson said.
He said more is needed to be done to
support the spiritual needs of patients,
care sector.

Even when that treatment is required to
sustain life, if that is what the patient
chooses,” Rev Dr Parkinson said.

levels, it was not the end of hope but an

“As a physician, I can offer strong
assistance and a commitment that under
my care I will do everything in my power to
ease suffering,” he said.
“So frequently it is the suffering of the mind
rather than the physical pain of the disease
that makes the pain worse.”

Good practice

such cases, while death might be

withholding futile or burdensome treatment.

experiencing suffering on a number of

and emotional burden.

care, better employment of those tools we

example of voluntary euthanasia, since in

“The Catholic Church does not object to

nearing the end of his or her life and

opportunity to ease the person’s physical

treatment of the terminally ill was not an

foreseen, it was not intended.

identify that although a person may be

substitute for better research, better clinical

families and their carers in the palliative
futile

Associate Professor Watson was careful to

“Legislating in favour of euthanasia is no

currently have and better palliative care,”

In his opening speech, Rev Dr Parkinson

He

Associate Professor Watson questioned the

FURTHER
OBSERVATIONS OF
ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR WATSON
Outside of his work at Notre Dame, Associate

To identify how best to meet a patient’s
needs and improve upon the existing
conditions in palliative care, Associate
Professor Watson argued that the best care
began with the training of professionals in
the field.

Professor Watson is also the Clinical Dean at

“That choice is the patient’s legal and moral

“At least three of the things we look for in

St John of God Hospital in Subiaco, WA and

right. If the patient subsequently dies, that

our students are empathy, communication

is responsible for setting up the hospital's

death was the result of the patient’s choice

and a capacity to work in teams. It also

medical unit. He helped to establish the

not to treat the underlying illness. Such a

requires a capacity to work hard, think

Medical Oncology Department at Royal Perth

laterally and grasp opportunities when they

death is foreseen but it’s not caused by the

Hospital and started the first Physician

arise,” he said.

patient’s action. The cause of death is the

Training Scheme in Western Australia.

underlying illness.”

“Good doctors also have good support and

Associate Professor Watson has many years

lives outside of medicine. Family support is

In discussing the legal aspects of voluntary

experience in assisting patients and medical

very important, as is taking part in the

euthanasia, Mr Quinlan drew attention to

students to better understand and empathise

workings of the profession, like the activities

the idea of choosing to end life and the

with a sector in desperate need of

of teaching those who follow, assisting in the

implied and questionable ranking of the

commitment and funding in order to provide

running of professional bodies and so on.”

value of human lives.

the best possible care for palliative patients.
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More funding

Open communication

Quality palliative care

Associate Professor Watson was also keen

When patients lost the capacity to express

Associate Professor Watson reiterated that

to explain that without the appropriate

their wishes with regards to their treatment,

in terminal patients it was often the suffering

funding, only so much could be done for the

Associate Professor Watson explained that

of the mind rather than the physical pain of

keeping open communication with family

the disease that made the pain worse and

and friends became paramount.

rather than expecting a doctor to commit an

countless patients who were in desperate
need of a particular quality of care, which
went above and beyond easing physical ills.
“Recently in the Sydney Press, was
commentary regarding the St Vincent's
Hospital Hospice not having funds sufficient
to continue to take in country patients. Their

“There can be problems when a patient is
‘incompetent’, say because of dementia or
is in an ICU setting on a ventilator and not
able to express his or her wishes about

funding for palliative care patients had been

care,” he said.

removed due to poor survival rates,” he said.

“This is why so called Advance Life Directives

“The top end of palliative care is not just a

or other documents and conversations with

very modern, scientific sub-specialty

family and close friends about the future are

discipline; it is built around a range of

so important for people to have in the event

doctors, nurses and other healthcare

they end up in this situation.

workers, as well as those who administer
to the religious and spiritual needs of
these patients.
“This makes it expensive and it does not get
the support from Government, fund-raisers
or the Telethons of this world. Also, we have
nowhere near enough people interested in
taking on the training and acquiring the
skills necessary to really do it well.”

act that went against all of his or her training
as a life-giving carer, more was needed to
ensure patients received a holistic approach
to their physical illness and spirituality.

“However, it is a reality that many people
really find this a difficult thing to do and
those of us responsible for care in settings
such as this find it a challenge to find out
and meet the expectations of patients.”

Keynote speakers: Peter Quinlan, Rev Dr Joseph Parkinson,
and Associate Professor David Watson with
Associate Professor Sandra Lynch.
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IMPACT OF CULTURE ON END-OF-LIFE CARE
By Professor Jane Phillips Palliative Nursing School of Nursing, Sydney Campus and
Associate Professor Katherine Clark Director and Area Director of Palliative Care, Calvary Mater Newcastle.
This short article is a summary of the

Australia’s

health

• the cultural practices and values of the

following manuscript published earlier this

professionals to be culturally aware, culturally

health professionals involved in the

year: Clark, K., Phillips, J. L. (2010). Culture

sensitive and culturally competent. Cultural

delivery of palliative care; and

and ethnicity in end of life care. Australian

awareness is built upon understanding one’s

Family Physician 39(4), 210-213.

own values and beliefs. Having the ability

diversity

requires

to acknowledge and respect differences
Australia is increasingly culturally diverse.
Less than half (46%) of all migrants are now
of Anglo Celtic origin and a fifth of all
Australians speak one of 400 languages
other than English at home1. After English,
Greek, Italian, Cantonese, Arabic, Mandarin
and Vietnamese are our most commonly
spoken languages. Australia’s changing

combined

with

an

awareness

and

appreciation of how different cultures may
shape patients’ views are hallmarks of
cultural sensitivity.8 9 Culturally competences
is dependent upon the development of the

• the

healthcare

systems

capacity

to foster cultural competent palliative
care

delivery

by

addressing

the

socio-economic gradient, systemic and
institutional discrimination and gaps
in

understanding

between

culture

and health.

11

skills, abilities and capabilities necessary

Considering these issues allows health

for the establishment of respectful and

professionals to identify opportunities to

culturally-safe relationships.10

interrupt unequal power relations allowing

migration patterns have increased the need

Providing culturally safe care is a complex

for intercultural understanding and a greater

process which is founded on mutual trust,

appreciation of cultural diversity2.

and respect of the patient’s nationality,

improved palliative care access to all who
may benefit from such care.

Defining culture

beliefs. Understanding and respecting the
cultural basis of patients’ and families beliefs

A framework for
exploring cultural beliefs
at the end-of-life

Culture has been variously defined, as

about illness and treatment, conflicting

systems of shared ideas, concepts and

Not surprisingly, cultural factors shape

beliefs and misinterpretation as well as the

rules and meanings that underlie and are

patients’ preferences around decision

role of spiritual healing is required. An

expressed in the way that human beings

making, receiving bad news and end-of-life

understanding of the social, political and

live and evolve over time3. Diversity is much

care.12 However, the diversity of cultural

historical contexts that may impact on the

more than just ethnicity as many attributes

beliefs, values and traditions within and

patient-health professional relationship is

are often used to differentiate people from

across specific populations limits the

also an important element of culturally safe

one another. Some of these attributes are

applicability of ascribing distinct cultural

care. Improving palliative care for diverse

acquired,

descriptors

populations requires attending to the cultural

practices.2 Australia’s emphasis on patient

competency dimensions, including:

autonomy, informed consent and truth

• the culture of individual patients and their

telling is often at odds with the beliefs and

culture, age, gender, political and religious

discarded,

or

modified

throughout our lives, such as education,
place of residence, work experience,
income, marital status, and religious belief.
Cultural diversity often leads to disparities in
healthcare delivery. Unfortunately, even
today in Australia, many Indigenous and
migrant populations continue to have less

about

end-of-life

care

families, informed by the beliefs and

values of some other cultural groups. Not

practices about health, illness and death

all cultural groups find this approach an

that they bring to the palliative care

empowering experience. In some cultures

experience;

greater emphasis is placed on family

access to healthcare and are rarely
provided with culturally appropriate care,
including palliative care.4 5 Failure to address
the cultural needs of people at the
end-of-life means that a basic human right,
the right to live and die in comfort is not
adequately met6 7.
Just as in life, many end-of-life decisions are
influenced by culture.

Professor Jane Phillips with members of the Sacred Heart Palliative Care Team.

13
involvement in decision making as opposed
to

individual

autonomy.12

Similarly,

discussing death is actively discouraged in
some

cultures.

conversations

Having

with

people

end-of-life
without

consideration of their cultural needs can be
perceived to be disrespectful, extinguishing
hope, inviting death, and may cause
distress, depression and anxiety. An
alternative approach is to asking a series of
respectful open-ended questions about an
individual’s culture, which provides critical
insights into the person’s values, beliefs and
needs. A trained interpreter maybe required
to ensure there is no miscommunication
and always avoid using family members or
untrained people as translators.
Exploring cultural beliefs at the end-of-life
centres can be framed around asking a
series of key questions related to: (1)

Taking the time to create a space in which listening to
our patients’ stories, understanding their cultural needs,
values and beliefs is the most respectful way of
delivering palliative care and facilitating a dignified
death.
4) Customs

Appreciating families’ needs around the time

• Are there any specific practices that

of death and matching these with the

you would like to have in the hospital

legalities of certified death is an important

or home? 13

consideration for health professionals. In

• Are there aspects of medical care that

some instances, the body must not be

you wish to forgo or have withheld

disturbed until the family’s spiritual advisor

because of your cultural beliefs?

indicates that it is safe to do so. In other

• Is

there

anything

discouraged

or

forbidden? 13
• Are there any specific practices that are
important to you at the time of death or
afterwards that we should know about? 13

cultures certifying death needs to occur
promptly

with

professional

only

contact.

minimal

health

Managing

such

restrictions is clearly easier at home
compared to a hospital or nursing home
where such requests require prior planning.

The information elicited from these questions

Flexibility and open communication between

can assist health professionals to tailor

all the involved parties is required to manage

communication preferences; (2) cultural

palliative care that honours and respects the

these cultural end-of-life practices. Rituals

values; (3) comprehension and (4) customs

patient’s and families’ values and ideals.12 13

around the time of death are important for

as summarised below.

The responses to these questions may also

the deceased, their families and friends and

1) Communication

provide valuable insights into an individual’s

for the community. Such rituals confirm the

belief systems and how culture maybe

death; signify a clear separation between the

impacting on the acceptability of certain

living and the dead, whilst providing the

care. For example, in some cultures,

grieving with an opportunity to begin the task

experiencing pain is evidence of the body

of assigning a new identity to the deceased.

• Some people want to know everything
about their medical condition and
others do not. How much would you like
to know?

12

• Do you prefer to make medical decisions
about future test or treatments yourself,
or do you prefer others to make them
for you? 12
• Would you like to be present when
I speak with your family? 13

fighting to overcome the disease and must
be endured, whereas in other cultures it is
viewed as a punishment. Asking these
open-ended questions prevents health
professionals

from

stereotyping

and

incorrectly assuming that cultural group are
homogeneous. It is unlikely that individuals

2) Cultural values

from the same culture will choose to deal

• Is there anything that would be helpful

with pain or other symptoms common at the

for me to know about how you and your

end of life in an identical manner. Not

family view serious illness? 12

assuming a one-size-fits-all approach is an

• Are there cultural beliefs, practices or
preferences that affect you at times of
significant illness?

13

If the patient is open to discussions
about death
• What concerns do you have about
death? 13
• Are there things that are important to
you and your family that I should know
about? 13
3) Comprehension
• Can you tell me – in your own words

important step towards the provision of
culturally safe care.
In Australia, people are often afforded the
choice to die at home. Whilst this practice
may be acceptable to many patients and
families, it is not acceptable or desired by
everyone. In some cultures, a home death
may dictate the need for elaborate cleansing
rituals or may even mean the house has to
be abandoned. Just as there are often
significant rituals to be observed after death,
important rituals may need to be observed
during the dying process, making it

what you have heard from me and

important

what’s most important to you about

practitioners to attend the dying person.14

what I have said? 12

for

religious

or

spiritual
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TEACHING & RESEARCH
National recognition
for teaching

1,000th research
submission recorded

The Australian Learning and Teaching Council

Showcasing

is

of passion and hope to nurture generations

(ALTC) has once again awarded three

the goal of the research repository,

of students towards the beautiful, the good

Citations for Outstanding Contributions to

ResearchOnline@ND, an important initiative

and the true!

Student Learning to Notre Dame academics.

introduced by the Vice Chancellor in 2008.

academics’

research

Researchers from all three campuses have

Citations are awarded to academic and

submitted their work over the past two

professional staff who have made significant

years with the 1,000th submission made in

contributions to the quality of student

October.

learning in a specific area of responsibility

In addition to showcasing the research

over a sustained period.

outputs, these contributions have been

The successful Notre Dame recipients were:

essential in enabling the University to

“Writing is also an ‘artwork’ and
ResearchOnline@ND provides a gallery,
so to speak, to share publications and
learn from one another.”
For further information about research and
ResearchOnline@ND, please contact the
Research Office.

Professor Richard Berlach (School of

participate in the national Excellence in

Email: research@nd.edu.au or

sustained

Research Australia (ERA) initiative and the

Tel: (08) 9433 0943

Education,

Fremantle)

for

commitment to facilitating learning

Higher

through the development of research

Collection (HERDC).

culture within the Fremantle Campus’

Education

Research

Data

The ‘milestone’ submission was from Dr

School of Education.

Glenn Morrison, of the School of Philosophy

5-Star rating
fourth year in a row

Dr Angeline O’Neill (School of Arts and

and Theology, Fremantle Campus. Like

The University has been awarded five-star

Sciences, Fremantle) for motivating and

many other staff, Dr Morrison had been

ratings, for the fourth year in a row in the

inspiring students through the creation

using ResearchOnline@ND to showcase his

2011 edition of the Good Universities Guide

and

work and, where possible, made it

to Australian Universities and Private

accessible to a global audience.

Colleges.

outstanding

innovative,

teaching

sustained

of

an

program

in

English Literature.

Dr

Morrison

believes

that

Areas

acknowledged

are

Teaching Quality, Graduate Satisfaction,
Getting

a

Job,

Positive

Graduate

Ms Claire Kaylock (School of Law,

ResearchOnline@ND

Fremantle) for using active student-

important means of facilitating and

centred approaches to promote student

sharing scholarship and research in an

Vice Chancellor, Professor Celia Hammond,

engagement within a constructivist

age of globalisation.

said she was delighted with the ratings the

model of legal learning.

provides

an

“It also gives staff and students an
opportunity to contribute to Notre Dame’s
growing research profile,” Dr Morrison said.

1. Professor Richard Berlach
2. Dr Angeline O’Neill
3. Ms Claire Kaylock

“Research often takes much time, energy
and heartfelt devotion. In life, there is the
need to share our creativity and hard work,
and by contributing the passion of what we
love, everyone’s contributions together tell
a story of what makes a university: a place

Outcomes and Generic Skills.

University had received from this highly
influential publication.
“For Notre Dame, graduating ‘industry
ready’ graduates is paramount. A strong
feature of our undergraduate courses is the
extensive

practicum

and

internship

experiences offered, so it is very pleasing to
have achieved excellent results once again
in the areas of Positive Graduate
Outcomes and Getting a Job,” Professor
Hammond said.
“The consistency of these significant

1

results, in the areas of Teaching Quality,
Graduate Satisfaction and Generic Skills,
reflects the 100% commitment to pastoral
care and the value we place on each
individual student."

2

3
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UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP
Intervening effectively in the challenging and

Professor Drew said, “this network builds

In recognition of donations, donors will

tragic problem of Aboriginal youth suicide

capacity and enables the community to aid

receive a Certificate of Appreciation,

was the motivation for Aboriginal couple,

those in need by directing them to

a copy of the book Kids from Cliff Country,

Colin and Maria Morgan, when they initiated

appropriate support, creating a holistic

which showcases the talents of young

the

response to individual and community

photographers

Wellbeing Program in the East Kimberley.

issues.”

Oombugurri communities, and regular

The program is a collaborative effort

Marlee Batterham participated in the

between the Gelganyem Trust and the

program in 2009 and 2010. She said that

For more information, please contact

University,

her experiences had enriched and changed

Professor Neil Drew: 08 9192 0635 or

her life.

neil.drew@nd.edu.au

Wundargoodie

Youth

particularly

staff

Community

from

the

Fremantle School of Arts and Sciences.
It aims to promote a holistic approach to
community development, thereby hopefully
reducing the alarming rate of youth suicide.

Oombulgurri, I have met some incredibly
special people who have inspired me to
be a part of the movement that is

support, the initiative has become the

challenging some of the injustices that

flagship social justice program for the School.

Australia’s Indigenous people still face

Former Dean of Arts and Sciences and now

today,” Ms Batterham said.

Professor Neil Drew has been involved since
the partnership began in 2006.
“This excellent initiative has proven success
and is different from any other,” Professor
Drew said.

we got to the Kin River we saw lots of mud
pools everywhere so we asked Nan Thelma

In October, a fundraising project was

establish the Wundargoodie 100 Club by

work alongside community members for

pledging $1,000 each. Funds raised will

two months of the year. Students work with

support the program assisting it to achieve

the communities, engaging in shared

its long term goals.

this aspect has been at the heart of
developing a long term, enduring relationship
based on mutual trust.”
Despite the obvious benefits to students, the
focus of the program and the driving force
behind it is the community. In 2005, there
were 30 deaths in Wyndham – a town of just
900 people. 27 of the deaths were due to
suicide or drug and alcohol abuse. These
tragic statistics prompted the development
of the second, deeper level of engagement;
to

support

the

establishment

of

a

maintenance of a ‘natural helpers’ network.

On the same day that we went fishing I

the spirit and heart of this unique program.”

students to the East Kimberley to live and

skills and abilities. Since the program began

Gabby

their kindness and generosity; they truly are

passionate donors within 100 days’ to

community breaks down barriers and

We went diving and jumping in the mud

sisters Thelma and Margaret. As soon as

The first involves bringing groups of

promotes mutual respect and recognition of

Excerpt from
Kids from Cliff County

brang my friend Brenda and my two twin

Wundargoodie 100 aim is to find ‘100

“The interaction with young people in the

updates on the development of the program.

Morgan and the rest of the Morgan family for

“It comprises two interrelated components.

on Aboriginal issues.

and

“I would like to particularly thank Maria

launched on the Fremantle Campus. The

learning, gaining an informed perspective

Wyndham

“Through my travels to Wyndham and

With the Vice Chancellor’s unequivocal

Assistant Provost on the Broome Campus,

from

if we could play in the mud. She said ‘Yes’
and then we went diving and jumping in the
mud. Just before we were going to go we
got all the water bottles and washed the
mud off us and then went home.

Kids from Cliff Country (2010). Perth:
The University of Notre Dame Australia, Quality Press.
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BUSINESS SCHOOL’S
BRIGHT YOUNG MIND
100 young Australians gathered at The

BYM Summit Director Glen Vollebregt said

“This was a wonderful opportunity for

University

Google's

the organisation encouraged Australia's

Ngwawezi to represent the School and we

Australian headquarters in July for the 2010

best and brightest to become socially

wanted to show our support by providing a

Brightest Young Minds (BYM) Foundation

responsible leaders, providing a platform

bursary for her airfare,” Associate Professor

conference.

from which they could launch purposeful

Bogunovich said.

of

Sydney

and

Strong academic skills, a passion to improve

and financially viable social initiatives.

Ms Banda said she and each of the

society, creativity and ability to come up with

"Over four days, Australia's top ten CEOs,

selected delegates were exposed to socially

visionary ideas proved to be the winning

business leaders, social entrepreneurs and

responsible and internationally-respected

combination for international commerce

leading thinkers worked with Australia's

entrepreneurs and corporations who gave

student, Ngwawezi Emy-Jean Banda, to

best and brightest young people to develop

them the tools to turn their passion into

achieve her place at the conference.

initiatives to tackle issues including poverty,

tangible initiatives.

Currently studying on the Fremantle
Campus, Ms Banda was selected by BYM

crime, mental illness and climate change,”
Mr Vollebregt explained.

“I had the opportunity to meet World Vision
CEO, Tim Costello; Global Poverty Project

Foundation as one of the top 100 most

Ms Banda said being a delegate at the BYM

CEO, Hugh Evans; Australian Fair Pay CEO,

passionate and socially conscious 18-28

summit had changed her life.

Ian Harper and the former Premier of NSW,

year-olds in the country.

“The BYM summit helped me to realise that

Bob Carr. They all gave fantastic speeches
on leadership,” she said.

Based on the promotion of the idea that it

I don’t have to wait until tomorrow to make

is possible to be successful, powerful and

a change. With the right people and right

“The next step for me now is to create my

responsible economic players, the BYM

attitude, our world can be made a better

own not-for-profit organisation in my home

Foundation sees exceptional students as

place to live in right now,” Ms Banda said.

country of Zambia.”

“One person can have a vision but with the

Ms Banda said she would dedicate her time

right action and a great team, that vision

to learning from other young delegates who

can be made into a reality.”

had

significant

change

agents

who

can

positively affect the pressing social issues
facing Australia and the world.

Executive Dean of Notre Dame’s Business

already

established

their

own

international organisations.

Sonja

“My dream is to start two initiatives

Bogunovich, said she was delighted to

involving the building of a school for

support Ms Banda’s leadership opportunity.

disadvantaged children and developing

School,

Associate

Professor

and implementing mobile clinics for women
in rural areas,” she said.
Ms Banda said she could not have realised
her potential without the help, support and
pastoral care of key staff at the School of
Business.

“They believed in
me and made sure
I had the support
and encouragement
I needed to realise my
vision for the future.”

Ngwawezi Emy-Jean Banda with Bob Carr.
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COLLABORATION, ACCREDITATION
AND INVALUABLE DONATION
Invaluable donation
to Sydney Campus’
library collection

The Catholic Education Office (CEO),
Sydney has generously donated books
from their Barry Collins Resource Centre to
the University. The collection comprises
over 1,000 books including a number of
texts on Education, Literacy, Religious
Education, Theology and general texts on
the Catholic Church.
Thomas Cox shares ‘his story’ with Bianca Florenca.

Building confidence

Sydney Dean of Education, Associate
Professor

Mark

Tannock,

said

the

collection was an invaluable contribution to

Indigenous youth have the opportunity to

As a result of the successful collaboration,

hone their literacy skills, forge life-long

pre-service

friendships, build confidence and tell their

program were now exploring the possibility

“Many of our students will be teaching

stories through participation in the literacy

of a remote practicum in 2011. For the

Religious Education in Catholic schools

program offered via a new initiative between

Clontarf students, it is hoped they will

upon graduation and these books will

the Fremantle School of Education and

continue to grow in confidence and

improve their capacity to deliver the

Clontarf Aboriginal College.

remember the times when they excelled

essential component of the Catholic

while helping a Notre Dame student to

school curriculum,” Associate Professor

become a better teacher.

Tannock said.

pre-service teachers to combine service

“The interactions through this experience

“The School of Education and the CEO

learning, literacy teaching and learning

have changed attitudes. It is a significant

have a strong working relationship and this

related to Indigenous culture and education

outcome of this initiative. At the heart of

act of generosity only strengthens the tie

in the one setting.

teaching is the relationship between the

between our two institutions.

Senior Lecturer in Education, Ms Glenda
Cain, said the initiative had enabled

“In particular, for the pre-service teachers, it

teachers

involved

in

the

teacher and the student,” Ms Cain reflected.

has enabled the practical application of
skills and knowledge related to teaching
and literacy learning,” Ms Cain said.
“The importance of literacy has been
highlighted and students’ confidence to
learn and apply these skills has been
supported and showcased through the joint
exhibition ‘My Story’.”

months

of

work

with

the

CEO Head of Communications, Mark Rix,
said they were very happy to pass on the

New Bachelor of
Education (Early
Childhood and Care:
0-8 years) accredited
Commendation for developing a quality
program

responsive

to

changing

government policy and provisions for early

The exhibition was the culmination of

St Benedict’s Library collection.

years care and development, as well as

students

maximising employment opportunities for

achievements made available for public

teachers, was one of the accolades

viewing at a special event held at Clontarf.

received by the Fremantle School of

Thomas Cox, of Halls Creek, who insisted

Education this year.

his tutor of nine weeks, Bianca Florenca,

The Western Australian College of Teaching

attend the exhibition with him, said the

approved the new course, Bachelor of

program had given him the opportunity to

Education (Early Childhood and Care: 0-8

learn and grow as a person whilst making

years), in September. They also noted the

lots of new friends.

capacity of the program to provide children

“I’m reading much better than ever before

with high quality teachers and commended

and I’ve made a lot of friends with other

the University on the quality of the

boys from Perth and all over,” Mr Cox said.

submission to the College.

valuable collection to the University.”
"The original purpose of Barry Collins
Resource Centre was to provide resources
to teachers completing their accreditation
to teach Religious Education. The collection
has grown significantly over the years to
provide research support to countless
numbers of teachers,” Mr Rix said.

Associate Professor Mark Tannock; CEO Graduate
Teacher Employment Support Manager, Carmelina
Eussen; CEO Head of Corporate Services, Kathy
Campbell; Sydney Librarian, Michael Cullen and CEO
Resource Centre Librarian, Catherine Sanchez.
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UNDERSTANDING THE LINK BETWEEN
OBESITY AND DIABETES
FAST FACTS ON TYPE 2 DIABETES
275 Australians develop diabetes every day.
Diabetes is Australia’s fastest growing chronic disease.
Nearly one million Australians are currently diagnosed with diabetes. For every person

“This required using DNA isolated from skin

diagnosed, it is estimated that there is another who is not yet diagnosed; a total of about

cells and we scanned the genome to

1.7 million people.

identify which chromosome the mutation

The total number of Australians with diabetes and pre-diabetes is estimated at 3.2 million.

was linked to and then compared the DNA
from both obese and non-obese mice to

As diabetes is the sixth leading cause of death in Australia, it is critical we take action.

look for the region on the chromosome

Up to 60% of cases of Type 2 Diabetes can be prevented.

where the mutation was linked,” he said.
“Once we had narrowed down the region to

Source: www.diabetesaustralia.com.au

approximately two million base pairs, which
had 34 genes within the interval, we had to
sequence each of the genes to identify the

Diabetes and obesity is growing at an alarming rate
throughout the world fuelled by population growth,
urbanisation, overeating, and physical inactivity.

gene which contained a mutation in the
coding sequence.”
Associate Professor Hoyne said the
discovery of fatsin had opened up a new
avenue of study focussing on the regulation

Discovery of the mutated gene, fatsin,

“We identified a mouse strain (named Fatso)

of gene expression in liver, hepatocytes and

existing in the bodies of those affected by

whose offspring became obese by around

islet cells.

Type 2 Diabetes (T2D) has allowed a team

10 weeks of age and many of the animals

of researchers, led by Associate Dean of

went on to develop T2D, which is similar to

Health Sciences, Associate Professor

what we find in humans,” Associate

Gerard Hoyne, to come a step closer to

Professor Hoyne said.

understanding the role obesity plays in the
development of the disease.

“The fact that the Fatso mice develop
diabetes and obesity on a normal diet tells

T2D is a leading cause of chronic renal

us that the gene mutation, known as fatsin,

failure, adult blindness, limb amputation and

within this strain, plays an important role in

a major risk factor for heart disease, stroke

regulating fat metabolism.

and birth defects. Obesity is an important
risk factor for the development of T2D and
there is evidence for a complex interplay
between genetics and environment for both
diseases.

“Initially we had to confirm that the obese
phenotype was heritable. Our early studies
told us that the obese mice were unable to
breed as they were sterile, so we had to rely
on using the brothers and sisters for

Associate Professor Hoyne, has worked

breeding who carried one mutant copy of

extensively in academic research involving

the gene in their genome.”

investigation into how the immune system
regulates immune responses to self and
foreign

proteins.

His

research

has

important implications in the development
of autoimmune diseases such as allergy
and diabetes.

Associate Professor Hoyne said once the
heritability of the obese trait in the strain had
been confirmed, his team then had to identify
where in the genome the mutated gene
responsible for the disease was located.

“These studies should provide novel
insights into the regulation of this disease in
humans and gene expression that people
had not previously considered to be
important,” he said.
“It will provide novel insights into the
development of T2D and obesity and could
open up therapeutic strategies aimed at
targeting alternative splicing of key genes
responsible for human diseases.”
Associate Professor Gerard Hoyne
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LAW STUDENTS
BENEFIT FROM
SKILLED
EXPERTISE
Sydney law
students inspired

Sir Laurence Street with Sydney law students.

Former Chief Justice and Lieutenant
Governor of NSW, Sir Laurence Street AC
KCMG QC, was an inspiration to fifth-year

Fifth-year law student, Mark Yum, said it

Sydney law students when he spoke to

was truly inspiring to meet Sir Laurence and

them about his personal experience and

receive advice from such a well-respected

Fremantle Law
students win again!

passion for mediation in September.

member of the legal profession.

The Fremantle Law School has once again

With a focus on negotiation and mediation

“Everyone appreciated the opportunity to

techniques, Sir Laurence shared with

engage with one of the best legal minds in

students his ‘hands on’ experience in

Australia,” Mr Yum said.

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR).

“It was a great learning experience listening

Focussing on the practical application of

to him speak about his experiences.

mediation, Sir Laurence discussed the

The class hung on his every word.”

suitability of ADR in the Australian legal

proven its ability and strength in research
and advocacy by winning first place in this
year’s Corrs Deans’ List, an annual advocacy
competition designed to test the mettle of
Western Australia’s law schools.
Sponsored by national law firm, Corrs
Chambers Westgarth, this year’s competition

Since leaving the Bench, Sir Laurence has

focussed on the areas of torts liability and

been actively engaged in commercial

vicarious liability, with Deans from each Law

mediation, dispute and probity consultancy

School charged with nominating teams of

“It is far better to get cases sorted before

and has conducted more than 2,500

three to perform in the competition.

they go to court,” Sir Laurence said.

successful mediations and negotiations.

“Mediation is a vital skill in legal practice. It

He continues to be associated with a number

their academic strength and display of

is an informal process, aimed at enabling

of leading Australian and international

leadership qualities during their degrees,

the parties to dispute and discuss their

mediation organisations and is Chairman of

Simon Cooke, Lynette Hill and Rodney

differences in total privacy with the

the Australian Government’s International

Worth, were chosen to work as a team in

assistance of a neutral third party: the

Legal Services Advisory Council.

researching the proposed matter, which

system and the potential future challenges
for legal practitioners adopting its methods.

Notre Dame’s representatives, selected for

mediator. It makes life easier for everyone,

they received at 9am, in preparation for the

especially the clients.”

hearing at 4.30pm.
A high-profile judging panel, consisting of
former Supreme Court judge, Justice Neville
Owen; Litigation and Workplace Relations
Partner, Nicholas Ellery and Litigation Partner,
Bill Keane, heard each team’s case before
making their final decision.

Second-year Law
students celebrating
their win.
Rod Worth, Lynette Hill
and Simon Cooke.
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TARGITING MORE THAN
BREAST CANCER
Internationally-acclaimed,

targeted

intra-operative radiotherapy (TARGIT), a
world-first in breast cancer treatment, has
significant

psychological

and

financial

benefits for patients in remote communities,
says Professor of Biostatistics, Max Bulsara.
A technique designed to give ‘once-off’

work, creating financial burdens and a strain

conserving surgery in order to avoid external

on domestic responsibilities.”

beam radiotherapy. This course of action is

According to Professor Bulsara, TARGIT

likely to have quite a psychological impact.”

treatment gives patients more options whilst

Professor Bulsara said the TARGIT device,

helping to reduce waiting lists for those

originally designed to help treat intra-cranial

requiring EBRT, who are not eligible for

tumours, is now being used by some

alternative forms of radiotherapy.

clinicians in the United States for bowel

tissues

cancer treatment. He said plans

after

were also underway to extend the

surgical removal, TARGIT has

treatment to all breast cancer

been deemed equivalent to a

patients.

conventional seven-week course

“The success of this device in

of external beam postoperative

treating early breast cancer will

radiotherapy (EBRT).

most certainly open the door for

A postgraduate studies supervisor

further trials in other cancers and

on the Fremantle Campus and

other breast cancer risk groups,”

previous winner of WA Inventor of

he said.

the Year for Research, Professor

“We want to extend this to all breast

Bulsara is a member of the

cancer patients undergoing breast

TARGIT

Steering

conserving surgery. To achieve this,

Committee and was the Trial

five additional randomised trials

Statistician responsible for the

have to be conducted and we are

design, maintenance and analysis

currently in various stages of

of data during the 10 year study.

planning and implementing some of

radiotherapy

to

surrounding

a

the
cancer

International

these trials.”

“Since the very beginning of the
trials, investigators truly believed in

Professor Bulsara said he was

the

TARGIT

moved by the number of patients

technique, which over the years

potential

of

expressing a willingness to join the

was strengthened by research into

trials in order to help women in the

its

future, particularly if they had

radiobiological

the

effects

and

daughters or granddaughters.

growing evidence on the patterns
of recurrence within the affected

“Patients feel they really are doing

breast,” Professor Bulsara said.

something to help and indeed they

“Patients are showing a preference

Intrabeam® – for Targeted Intraoperative Radiotherapy

for TARGIT over EBRT for all sorts

Photo copyright: Carl Zeiss

of reasons, even if that means
putting themselves at higher risk of a

are,” he said.
Professor Bulsara and colleagues
from 28 centres around the world,

“Only those patients within close proximity

including West Australian Professors David

local recurrence.

to conventional treatment centres are likely

Joseph of Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and

“They don’t want to subject their body to

to be offered radiotherapy as opposed to

Christobel Saunders of UWA, attended the

that extent of radiotherapy, knowing what

mastectomy. TARGIT would help those

American Society of Clinical Oncology,

the side effects might be, especially if they

women in remote communities and the

Chicago, to present their findings in June. The

have a small, low-risk cancer.

developed world who are outside these

TARGIT study has since received international

access areas,” he said.

attention, including publication in one of the

“Also, patients who live remotely will often
relocate for the seven-week duration of their

“At this stage, some patients will choose to

treatment, which adversely affects their

have a mastectomy instead of breast

world's best known, oldest, and most
respected medical journals, The Lancet.
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LAUNCH OF NEW INITIATIVE AND
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS FOR
FREMANTLE NURSING
e Cam
pu
oom
Br

10

Health Service, Ms Ruby Fleck, is enrolled
in the course and spoke at the launch.
“My passion for mental health nursing

Australian (WA) Minister for Water; Mental

focusses on how I can create change

Health, the Hon Dr Graham Jacobs.

towards improved patient care through staff
education,” Ms Fleck said.

yea
rs

Fremantle
celebrates a
decade of delivering
nursing education

mantle &
Fre

Health was launched in July by the Western

The new certificate is a result of collaboration

c
s • S hool
se

Nurse Educator Mental Health at Bentley

•

A new Graduate Certificate in Acute Mental

Special Projects and Staff Development

Nursing
of

Collaborative approach
of industry and academia
best outcome for patients

between Nursing Director South Metro Area

“The Graduate Certificate in Acute Mental

Health Service (SMAHS), Ms Debbie Nelson

Health is particularly unique in that it links

and Dean of the Fremantle School of

the mental health academic world to the

Nursing, Professor Selma Alliex.

‘actual’ mental health coalface.”

Coordinated by nursing lecturer Michael Ash,

Professor Alliex said the certificate was a

hosted for the School of Nursing as they

the course is open to all mental health staff.

great stride in the direction of giving

celebrated their 10th anniversary on the

The first intake has included occupational

healthcare

Fremantle Campus this year.

therapists, social workers and nurses all

qualifications that could lead to further

working in front-line areas of acute and

education perhaps to doctoral level.

emergency mental health.

“This co-badged course will enable students

celebrations

In her welcome, Executive Director,

undertaking it to enrol and graduate from

opportunity to thank all who have been

Mental Health, Dr Elizabeth Moore,

Notre Dame,” Professor Alliex explained.

involved in the development of the School.

explained this was the first time mental

“The

Contemporary

health workers in WA have had the

“During the year we have had the chance

Mental

Interpersonal

opportunity to undertake postgraduate

to acknowledge and thank staff, students,

Communication, Managing a Metal Health

education to further their qualifications.

alumni, clinical partners and the University

Area and the Expanded Roles of Mental

Community for their support and regard

“This is a new way of offering staff academic

Health Practitioner in Emergency/Acute

for the School of Nursing. This has been

qualifications in their chosen field,” Dr

Psychiatry demonstrates that this content

a significant year for us and we would like

Moore said.

is appropriate across all mental health

to thank people who celebrated with us,”

settings

Professor Alliex said.

She emphasised the collaborative approach
of industry and academia was the best
outcome for patients.
In launching the new initiative, Dr Jacobs
said the service (Mental Health) was no
better than the people on the ground.
“People delivering care need the heart for it,
and then the clinical knowledge. This new
certificate will complement practical skills,
providing essential professional training to
staff across all disciplines in mental health,”
Dr Jacobs said.
Dr Jacobs congratulated Notre Dame and
SMAHS

for

the

collaboration

and

acknowledged that their success has
inspired the Northern Metro Mental Area
Health Service to also introduce professional
development opportunity to their staff.

study

professionals

units

Health

and

of

Practice,

more

ceremony and launch of a commemorative
book were some of the events which were

specialist

importantly

Dean of the Fremantle School of Nursing,
Professor

it

is

applicable to all health professionals
working in mental health areas.”

A gala dinner, biennial Oration, rose planting

Selma

Alliex,

provided

believes
an

the

important
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UNDERSTANDING MORALITY
By Dr Richard Hamilton

School of Philosophy & Theology, Fremantle Campus

My primary research interest is in defending

(or explained away) erotic love entirely in

a naturalistic account of virtue. Simply put,

cultural terms. One sometimes hears the

this means the project of understanding

ridiculous claim that love was ‘invented’ by

how morality is possible for creatures like

the troubadours in 14th Century Provence.

us. How do the best scientific stories we

My problem with such theories is that they

have about how we evolved relate to the

neglect the fact that we are also animals

kinds of ethical lives we lead? This project

and that erotic love is strongly connected

is both ancient, in that it goes back to

to reproduction.

Aristotle, and very modern in that Virtue
Ethics has only recently re-emerged as a
leading ethical theory.
My interest in this topic began with my

So, my challenge over the last few years has
been to work out a philosophy of nature
which is sufficiently rich to incorporate all that
we know about human culture. I have been

doctoral research. My thesis was on erotic

particularly drawn to an approach known as

love, or more specifically theories of erotic

Developmental Systems Theory which is a

love. I was interested in the question of what

radical challenge to the nature-nurture

a good explanation of love might look like.

dichotomy. As my friend Professor Jim

In that thesis and subsequent publications I

Chisholm quips: “asking how much of

argued that the concept of love is a highly

development is nature and how much nurture

complex one and is embedded in our moral

is rather like us asking what contribution

lives. For that reason, it is not possible to

length and width makes to the area of a

have a morally neutral definition of love. This

square.” Developmental Systems Theory

means that there are severe restrictions on

places central focus on the lifecycle of the

the possibility of explaining love scientifically.

organism and views developmental resources

One often hears claims in the popular media

as reliably present in the environment as much

that love is ‘just’ about brain chemistry or is

as internally to the organism.

linked to pair bonding. The problem with

In the human case, much of our development

such explanations is not that they are false:

is mediated through culture and our parents

we are embodied animals with a complex
evolutionary history, but that they don’t
really explain the diverse experience of
falling in love. A central theme in my thesis
was the critique of some particularly crude
‘Darwinian’ explanations of love put forward
by Evolutionary Psychologists.
Evolutionary Psychologists attempt to
explain current behaviour by reference to
our Evolutionary origins in the Pleistocene
period and offer a highly simplistic account
of gender relations. Not only are such
explanations embarrassingly crude they are
also potentially dangerous in that they can
legitimate all kinds of bad behaviour,
particularly (though not exclusively) by men.

(or other carers) provide us with much of the
information we need to develop socially.

Unless we become
competent members of a
culture we are unable to
survive and reproduce,
and equally importantly,
raise our offspring to be
competent members of
the culture.
I am attempting to link this way of thinking
with the Aristotelian insight that human
beings are animals that train their young and
that ethics is central to that training. I want

At the same time, I was sceptical of Social

to reiterate here that my project is nothing

Constructionist theories which explained

like the traditional biological reductionism

we find in the Evolutionary Psychologists.
Once culture gets going, whole new realms
of complexity are introduced. For that
reason, a purely biological explanation
which makes reference to adaptation for
instance, will quickly become uninteresting.
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My work goes very much against the stream

its allies engaged in unacceptable violations

Some philosophers have tried to advance

of much contemporary analytic moral

of human rights in Iraq’ as merely expressing

arguments as to why other animals cannot

philosophy. I am a moral realist and I believe

the speakers’ attitude of disapproval.

lead moral lives but I find most of these

that ethical claims can be true or false.
Many contemporary moral philosophers,
particularly those who work on the evolution
of morality, hold a view known as moral

While it is indeed true that such a speaker
does have a disapproving attitude towards
American abuses of human rights, there is
much more to ethical claims than that. The
speaker is claiming that the wrongness of
human rights abuse is more than simply a
matter of opinion, such as whether one
likes or dislikes beetroot. (For the record, I
dislike it). From a virtue perspective, I would
argue that the wrongness of torture rests
upon the ways in which it prevents both
victim and perpetrator (and the broader
communities to which they belong) from
leading fully human lives. The hope for a
naturalistic virtue ethics is that a better
understanding of the kind of social animal

in his response to de Waal, the Australian
philosopher Peter Singer argues that while
other animals may be capable of empathy,
they are not capable of the kind of impartiality
that human beings can adopt. The problem
with this view for me is that it confuses a
virtue which it is appropriate to attribute to
certain kinds of institutions with the essence
of morality. As a Virtue Ethicist, I believe that
moral life is possible because of and not
despite the kind of partial attachments that
we can form. Humans are the most
complexly collaborative species on the
planet and for this reason; impartiality will
play a central role in our moral thinking.

we are will make sense of the intuitions we

I think this is best expressed in Arthur

have about things like torture or slavery.

Miller’s famous play All My Sons. In this play,

Recently my work took an interesting
direction. If one holds that in some sense
ethics is natural to human beings, it would
make sense to look for it in other animals.
There is a growing body of empirical
research

that

demonstrates

genuine

empathy in other species. We hear stories
from primatologists such as Franz de Waal
about a gorilla trying to teach an injured bird
to fly, of chimpanzees punishing other
chimps for various moral transgressions
and of a hungry rat which refuses to take
food when it learns that doing so causes
another to suffer pain.

Joe Keller, a salesman is attempting to
come to terms with the death of his son, a
pilot in the Air Force. He is also dealing with
his guilt at supplying faulty parts to the Air
Force. As the play develops, we learn that
Joe’s son has committed suicide upon
hearing of his father’s misconduct. The
central moral event of the play is when Joe
comes to realise that the other pilots who
have died as a result of his fraud were ‘all
my sons’. Singer would no doubt analyse
this event as Joe overcoming his partial
attachments and adopting the ‘point of view
of the universe’. I would argue, conversely,
that the moral lesson of the play is that it is

Many philosophers would grudgingly accept

because Joe is able to love his son that he

that such behaviours exist but would refuse

is also able to extend that love to others

on a priori grounds to accept that they are

without at any time losing sight of his

really behaving morally. In part this reflects a

beloved son.

continued adherence to a pre-Darwinian
view of evolution in which human beings sit
atop the tree of creation. Many philosophers
share the crude popular view of nature as
being ‘red in tooth and claw’ and thus having
no place within it for genuine morality. While
such a characterisation of nature may be
true in a broad evolutionary perspective the
fictionalism. Moral fictionalists believe that

arguments question begging. For instance,

reality on the ground as it were, is that many

ethical claims are actually convenient fictions

animals live rich lives full of characteristic

which serve various useful functions such as

pleasures. As Jonathan Balcombe points out

promoting social cohesion. The problem for

in his book, Pleasurable Kingdom, most

me with such views is that they would

animals spend most of their time not being

analyse a claim like ‘The US government and

eaten and all animals only die once!

To find out more about Dr Hamilton’s
research please email:
richard.hamilton@nd.edu.au
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RURAL HEALTH FOCUS
FOR PHYSIO
Jenny writes...
Interested in Bush Experience and his
enthusiasm in this area soon saw him

Student commitment to
rural health a winner

in 2008, President in 2009 and Vice

Fourth-year Physiotherapy student, Daniel

President in 2010,” Professor Hamer said.

Mahony, attracted national recognition this
year when he was awarded the Australian
Physiotherapy Association (APA) National
Board of Directors Student Prize.

The Pilbara: ‘Where the skies are so blue’

recognised to take on the role of secretary

“He has made significant impact in areas of
membership

growth,

securing

of

scholarships to support allied health
students on rural clinical placements and

The Pilbara, renowned
for its rich industry in
iron ore and its rugged
beauty attracting tourists
far and wide, has been
home for two wonderfully
fulfilling years.

With an emphasis on the multidisciplinary

has organised and volunteered at many

nature of involvement and care, the prize

events as well as being interviewed by the

recognises outstanding leadership and

ABC Radio National about issues facing

commitment to rural health.

allied health students.”

As part of the prize he travelled to the APA

Professor Hamer said Mr Mahony had also

1600kms north landing in Paraburdoo on a

Congress, where he was publicly rewarded

attended and presented at numerous rural

38 degree day at an airport that looked like

for his extraordinary leadership and ability

health conferences around Australia and

little more than a large shed. After wandering

to inspire within the community.

was invited to attend the Services for

in and out of ‘the shed’ looking for the

Australian Rural and Remote Allied Health

baggage carousel, I joined the rest of the

(SARRAH) national conference as a keynote

crowd, who casually lingered seemingly

speaker.

aware of how Pilbara baggage collection

Dean of Physiotherapy, Professor Peter
Hamer, said Mr Mahony’s passion and
determination to improve health outcomes

September 2008, I boarded a plane and flew

for rural and remote Australians was a

“Daniel is a true advocate for rural

testament to his good character and

programs and a born volunteer and leader.

commitment to the profession.

He always offers his help and assistance.

“As

soon

physiotherapy

as

Daniel

program,

joined
he

our

became

After graduating as a physiotherapist in

It is a pleasure to have him within our
Physiotherapy program,” he said.

worked. While I waited in interest, I marvelled
at the surrounding view of spinifex covered
hills, coloured in a reddish hue that
deepened as the sun lowered, the sky
turning into rich colours of pink and orange
on a backdrop of blue. Incredible! The air

involved in the multidisciplinary student

Mr Mahony’s contribution was recognised

was dry and hot and there were a countless

group Western Australian Allied Health

earlier this year when he received the

number of white Rio Tinto utes waiting to be

Elizabeth Henley Endeavour Award from the

driven off by the ‘blokes in blue’.

Graduating Physiotherapy student, Daniel Mahony.

School of Physiotherapy and has also been

The baggage collection proved simple – a

recognised nationally by the National Rural

trailer gets driven to the waiting area, you

Health Student’s Network and SARRAH.

find your own in DIY fashion and off you go!
Logical, straightforward, no frills and no
hurry. It was a friendly, rustic scene

Graduate heads bush

depicting the nature of remote outback life.

Travelling and working within a 150km

I am still here two years later and more in tune

radius can be all in a day’s work for Physio

with the Pilbara way. I go to bed early, allow

graduate, Jenny Nash.

five minutes to get around town and always

Based in the remote Western Australian
town of Tom Price, Ms Nash said her initial
reluctance to ‘go bush’ turned into an
incredibly

rewarding

experience

and

developed her passion for helping people in
remote communities.

carry extra water and a first aid kit in my car
in case of an encounter with a roo or a
wandering cow! My baking and gardening
skills have improved beyond measure despite
the long, distracted grocery shopping in our
one and only supermarket as I run into friends
and make plans for the weekend.
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man

work in Zimbabwe next year, working with

opportunities this profession has opened up

physiotherapy department consisting of

HIV infected children, followed by an

for me. The fun and challenges along the

myself, Senior Physiotherapist, Beth Rogers

episode of work and travel in the UK and

road will undoubtedly continue to shape me

and Therapy Assistant, Kirsti Sweetman.

Europe – the world is my oyster. I love being

both as a clinician and a person. Thanks

We work within a large team known as

a physiotherapist and I am grateful for the

Notre Dame for being the start of it all!

I

love

working

in

our

three

Pilbara Population Health, alongside other
allied health professionals in the various
Pilbara towns. The workload is demanding
but fulfilling and I love ‘changing hats’ each
and every day with the variety that comes
through the door. I relish the responsibility
and autonomy I have in my work and enjoy
being part of decision making that
determines what we offer as a public
service and how we cater for our
community’s needs.
Indigenous community visits are a highlight,
with many rich and rewarding experiences,
although frustrating at times and always
challenging. There are lots of stories to tell,
some amusing and some confronting. I will
always have fond memories of afternoon
community visits, invitations to play rummy
on pay day (which I quickly learned was not
the best time for physio!), learning how to
cook an echidna. I will also remember
sitting on Joyce’s porch listening to her
stories growing up on the stations and
discussing her latest request for a yellow
4-wheeled walker to help with her knee pain
which her bush medicine wasn’t helping
with. I will remember the little 5-year-old girl
who couldn’t hear a word as a result of two
perforated ear drums and ears full of pus.
We taught her how to skip that day and
what she didn’t have in hearing she made
up for in smiles.
I have had an enormous amount of fun,
both at work and in the great outdoors,
exploring the spectacular Karijini Gorges,
traveling to Coral Bay for long weekends,
climbing Mount Nameless at sunrise for a
panoramic view, wearing ear plugs for a
joyride in a haul pack truck, playing touch
footy on Friday nights with the rest of town,
and making lifelong friends along the way.
I leave for my next adventure at the end of
this year and will be sad to say goodbye.
However, the road ahead continues to be
exciting with a five month chapter of voluntary
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FIRST FOR NOTRE DAME
AT 2010 AUSTRALIAN
UNIVERSITY GAMES
For the first time in its history, Notre Dame
won the Doug Ellis Trophy, awarded for
excellent performance in the annual
Australian University Games held in Perth
in September.

University Games one to remember."
In commenting on the size of the Notre
Dame contribution compared to larger
competing universities, Mr McLean said size
didn’t matter when it came to giving your all.

This year’s event attracted over 5,000
students from 38 universities, competing in
30 sports.
The national accolade capped off a
remarkable week which saw students from
the Fremantle and Sydney campuses
compete in a range of sports.

“It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, it’s
the size of the fight in the dog!” he said.
Mr McLean acknowledged the hard work of
Fremantle Campus Sports Officer, Jaimee
Montgomery and Sydney Campus Student
Life Officer, Matthew Bennett, for their tireless
effort and commitment in coordinating the

Fremantle Campus Student Life Office

Notre Dame team at the Games.

Manager, David McLean, said he was
thrilled with the result and proud of each
individual student for an impressive effort in
their respective sports.
“The Doug Ellis Trophy is a Champion Award
for the best performing university on a per
capita basis of total student population. It
was a great honour for our students to
receive this award,” Mr McLean said.
“There were many highlights during the
games including our men’s volleyball team
which fought out an epic final and won the
silver medal; the men’s hockey team won a

Jaimee Montgomery receives the Doug Ellis Trophy from
the City of Perth, Deputy Lord Mayor, John Tognolini.
Image courtesy of Victor Young.

bronze medal defeating Deakin University
7-1 and our men’s tennis team which won
their bronze medal playoff match, after
winning three rubbers to nil.”
Mr McLean said the other teams to impress

COMMONWEALTH
GOLD FOR BIOMED
STUDENT

included the mixed touch team, mixed

Congratulations to 1st year Biomedical

beach volleyball, rugby 7s, lawn bowls and

Science student, Lauren Mitchell, for her

mixed netball teams.

amazing international success this year.

“Our individual athletes also did an amazing

Not only did Lauren achieve four gold

job throughout the week, with two silver

medals at the 2010 Commonwealth

medals on the track, a bronze in sailing, and

Games in Delhi, but she then went on to

some great results in swimming and golf

win gold at the 2010 World Gymnastics

with numerous personal bests across the

Championships, in Rotterdam. Her win

sports,” he said.

makes her the first woman ever to win

“Congratulations

to

all

students

that

competed. Without the contribution of
everyone, we would never have taken home
the silverware, and made the 2010 Australian

gold for Australia at the world gymnastics
championships.
Super achievements, Lauren!
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ACKNOWLEDGING
SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS
Capital infrastructure and development
were focuses of this year’s Annual Appeal
along with building the University’s research
capacity

and

introducing

a

Futures

Scholarship Fund.
The opening of a new building on each of the
University’s three campuses was celebrated
at separate events in August and November.
Members and supporters of the ‘Notre
Dame Community’ gathered to formally
recognise and celebrate the remarkable
commitment made by so many in the
on-going development of the University.

Extraordinary
contribution and
achievement
acknowledged
The Blessing and Opening of the Tannock
Hall of Education marked a significant and
sentimental moment for the University.

Tannock Hall of Education.

Dr Peter Tannock, Notre Dame’s second
Vice Chancellor, has dedicated his working
life to education. Vice Chancellor from 1993
until 2008, he oversaw its growth and
expansion from 70 students on a small
campus in Fremantle to over 7000 students
on three campuses in Fremantle, Broome
and Sydney. It is not an understatement to
say the University’s success is a result of his
vision and determination. His role will never
be forgotten and naming the new building
after him ensures his work remains firmly in
Notre Dame’s history!

Archbishop of Perth, the Most Reverend Barry James
Hickey, blesses a classroom in the new building.

Celebrating the naming of the Tannock Hall of Education
Vice Chancellor Professor Celia Hammond, WA State Minister for Education; Tourism, Dr Elizabeth Constable
with Vice Chancellor Emeritus, Dr Peter Tannock.
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND REFUGEE ADVOCATE
ADDRESSES SYDNEY ALUMNI
“Without quite saying it, we think others are not human in the same way we are.
It is dangerous thinking and profoundly wrong... We have human rights not
because we are nice or because we are white or because we are Christian but
because we are human.” Julian Burnside AO QC

Australia’s

lack

of

We

legislation for human rights
was the focus for this
lawyer

my family, friends and

and

neighbours, but the human

activist Julian Burnside, at
the

Sydney

rights of others do not

Campus’

matter in quite the same

annual alumni reunion in

way’,” he said.

August.

“Without quite saying it, we

Mr Burnside, a human
rights

and

think others are not human

refugee

in the same way we are. It

advocate was made an

is dangerous thinking and

Officer of the Order of

profoundly wrong.”

Australia in 2009 for his

Pro

work. He is also a valued

graduates come together

and Sciences Advisory

for an event that not only

Board.

brought them back to

Challenging the audience
about

perceptions
seekers,

Mr

of

Chancellor,

said it was great to see the

Campus’ School of Arts

think

Vice

Professor Margot Kearns,

member of the Sydney

to

perhaps

matter, and so do those of

year’s keynote speaker,
prominent

think,

subconsciously, ‘my rights

Notre Dame, but gave

their

them an insight into such

asylum

an important issue leading

Julian Burnside challenges the audience.

Burnside

up to the Federal election.

asked them to consider

“To

the action taken by government to protect

the

seekers)

are

because they were fleeing the Taliban or

injustices

actions.

Saddam Hussein?

experiencing and to learn there is no law to

“Broadly speaking, Australians have a fairly

“How is it that we have managed such

respectful attitude to human rights. If most

enduring complacency to the plight of the

Australians were asked what they thought

Aboriginal people whose land was taken

“I think for those of us who had the

of human rights they would say that human

and whose children were stolen?”

opportunity to listen to Mr Burnside, we

rights matter,” said Mr Burnside.

Mr Burnside warned against the tendency

“The question then arises: how is it that they

for people to think only of their immediate

watched with disregard for years as

circumstances.
“Australians subconsciously divide human

locked up indefinitely in desert jails merely

beings into two categories, us and others.

(asylum

about

minority groups subjected to inhumane

innocent men, women and children were

they

hear

protect or compensate the victims is
heartbreaking.

were motivated to learn more and do
something about these issues,” Professor
Kearns said.

The University of Notre Dame Australia was established by an Act of the Parliament of
Western Australia, on 21 December, 1989, and by a Canonical Statute of the Archdiocese of
Perth on 2 July, 1991.
Its founding partner was the University of Notre Dame in the United States.
The Objects of The University of Notre Dame Australia specified in its Act of Parliament are:
a) the provision of university education within
a context of Catholic faith and values; and
b) the provision of an excellent standard of –
i) teaching, scholarship and research;
ii) training for the professions; and
iii) pastoral care for its students.
The University has campuses in Fremantle and Broome in Western Australia, and in Sydney, New South Wales.
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